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ABSTRACT

Before the advent of sophisticated international asset markets, the widely accepted belief was that
within a monetary union, the most desirable arrangement was to have a unionwide authority or-
chestrate �scal transfers between countries in order to provide adequate insurance against country-
speci�c �uctuations. This belief prompts a controversial question: Do sophisticated �nancial markets
obviate the need for such international transfers orchestrated by a unionwide authority in order to
provide e¢ cient insurance across countries? We argue that they do. As a benchmark, we consider
a world economy with no international �nancial market in which international transfers by a union-
wide authority, along with two settings for country-level domestic policies, implement the relevant
Ramsey outcome. We then show that we can implement the same Ramsey outcome in settings in
which we dispense with unionwide authority and instead allow noncooperative governments to set
domestic policy and allow private agents to have access to sophisticated �nancial markets. In this
sense, sophisticated �nancial markets obviate the need for a �scal union.
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A monetary union sets unionwide monetary policy in the hope of generating desirable �scal

outcomes. As this monetary union is being established, a classic question arises: How should

the �scal policies of the member states be coordinated? In particular, is it desirable to

establish a unionwide authority to coordinate the �scal policies of each member country as

well as the international �scal transfers between members? Amid the turmoil in the European

Union in recent years, such a question has again taken center stage.

Before the advent of sophisticated international asset markets, the widely accepted be-

lief was that within a monetary union, the most desirable arrangement was to have a union-

wide authority orchestrate �scal transfers in order to provide adequate insurance against

country-speci�c �uctuations. Here we study whether the need for such an authority to pro-

vide cross-country insurance is diminished as international �nancial markets become more

developed. In short, can international �nancial markets substitute for a �scal union?

One view, associated with Mundell (1973), is that sophisticated international �nancial

markets can provide insurance against country-speci�c �uctuations. Mundell considers a

simple example in which the world consists of two islands: Capricorn, which is south of the

equator and produces its crops in the autumn, and Cancer, which is north of the equator and

produces its crops in the spring. Both countries are subject to random �uctuations in their

crops, and the goods can be stored only for six months. Mundell explains how sophisticated

insurance markets without labor mobility can achieve the same desirable outcomes as those

that could have been achieved if the populations of the two countries were perfectly mobile

and migrated every six months to the countries in which crops can be grown. In short, in

Mundell�s view, international �nancial markets can provide all the necessary cross-country

insurance, thereby obviating the need for a �scal union.

An alternative view, associated with Kenen (1969), is that the transfers between re-

gions of a monetary union are critical to its functioning. Hence, Kenen argues that in a

well-functioning currency union, �the domain of �scal policy ought to coincide with the cur-

rency area�(Kenen 1969, p. 46). In this essay, Kenen also explains how a well-functioning

�scal union will entail large-scale transfers between regions in order to insure against country-

speci�c �uctuations. As part of this view, Kenen also seems to have in mind a government

equipped with less powerful �scal instruments than does Mundell.



Consistent with our reading of the view of Mundell, when we discuss the need for a

�scal union and how the advent of sophisticated �nancial markets can obviate that need,

we are focusing on the role of the �scal union in providing insurance to the members of the

monetary union and abstract from the potential purely redistributive role of such a union,

say from richer countries to poorer countries in the union.

An important recent paper by Farhi and Werning (2013), henceforth FW , revisits the

issue of �scal unions. The authors clearly explain how in a world with sticky prices, monopoly

power, and �xed exchange rates, the private equilibrium with no government intervention

leads to mediocre outcomes. They imagine a two-step process for ensuring desirable outcomes.

In the �rst step, a system of transfers is jointly designed at the union level. In the second

step, each country chooses its domestic policies to maximize the welfare of the citizens of that

country. In this sense, they come down squarely on the side of the Kenen view.

We follow the setup of FW closely but, perhaps surprisingly, we come down squarely

on the side of the Mundell (1973) view. The two key di¤erences between our work and that

of FW have to do with the perspectives that we adopt. The �rst is that when thinking

about the desirability of a �scal union, we always maintain the assumption that the domestic

government is using whatever domestic policy instruments it has to maximize the welfare

of its citizens. That is, we think of the government of a country, acting on behalf of its

citizens, as the representative of that country and ask what type of union-wide agreements

does that representative need to make in order to ensure desirable outcomes. We argue that

this perspective is consistent with that in the debate between Mundell and Kenen.

The second is that we di¤erentiate sharply between the insurance and redistributive

roles of the �scal union. When discussing the need for union-wide agreements we focus solely

on the insurance role. We acknowledge that a careful reading of the work of Mundell and

Kenen makes clear that while Mundell was focused on insurance alone, it gives hints that

Kenen was concerned with redistribution as well as with insurance.

When we adopt our two perspectives, which can be summarized by saying we have self-

interested countries, we �nd there is no need for a unionwide authority to even exist. More

precisely, we do not envision a �rst stage in which transfers are set by a unionwide �scal

authority. Rather, we envision private agents trading on their own in complete international
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�nancial markets in order to achieve desirable allocations where, in the background, each

government sets its domestic �scal policy to maximize the welfare of its citizens. In this precise

sense, sophisticated international �nancial markets obviate the need for a �scal union� which

is exactly the Mundell view.

Our economy is a simple one-period economy with a continuum of countries, each

of which produces traded and nontraded goods. The nontraded goods sector consists of a

continuum of monopolistically competitive intermediate goods producers that make di¤eren-

tiated products. These producers have sticky prices in that they must set their prices before

the realization of preference and productivity shocks. The traded goods sector is competitive

and has �exible prices. This economy, taken from FW, builds on Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (1995)

and is a special case of Gali and Monacelli (2005, 2008).

Throughout, we study two settings for �scal policy. In theMundell economy, we equip

each government with traditional �scal policy instruments: a payroll tax on labor income

and an excise tax on nontraded goods. In the Kenen economy, we replace the excise tax on

nontraded goods with a portfolio tax. As will become clear, there is a precise sense in which

the traditional policy instruments of the Mundell economy are more powerful than those of

the Kenen economy.

We �rst characterize the Ramsey allocations that respect private ownership in the

sense that they entail no redistribution from one country to another relative to the value of

that country�s endowments. Doing so means that we focus on a particular class of Pareto

weights in the Ramsey problem.

We then turn to studying the need for a �scal union. Here, we de�ne a �scal union

as a unionwide authority that needs to assist in coordinating the �scal policies of individual

countries, including any possible transfers� a task countries would not willingly undertake

on their own. To clarify this view, we set up a noncooperative equilibrium in which the

government of each country chooses its optimal policy to maximize the welfare of its own

citizens. Our main �nding is that for both the Mundell and the Kenen economies, we can de-

centralize the Ramsey allocations that respect private ownership as noncooperative equilibria

between governments without any need for a unionwide authority. That is, we decentralize

these allocations without any need for what we de�ne as a �scal union.
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A critical point to reiterate here is that we focus on Ramsey allocations that respect

private ownership. These allocations, by construction, have the optimal amount of insurance,

but given that the Pareto weights respect private ownership they have no redistributive trans-

fers. In our noncooperative equilibria, all international transfers are also zero, but insurance

payments are optimal. Hence, there is no unionwide authority forcing each government to

participate in a �scal union with redistributive transfers that such governments would not

willingly make on their own. Moreover, our result implies that the lack of cooperation be-

tween members of the monetary union does not lead any country�s government to distort its

policies away from those implied by the Ramsey problem, even those regarding insurance.

We then consider the choice of instruments by the government. In particular, we ask,

which of these instruments would a noncooperative government choose to use, and would

the instruments be a¤ected by the choices of other governments? Our answer is that the

dominant strategy is to pick the Mundellian instruments in the sense that regardless of what

the choices of all other countries are, any single government will have a (strict) incentive to

choose the Mundellian instruments. That is, the government will choose to use traditional

�scal policy. Once it does so, the ability to use portfolio taxes is irrelevant. In this precise

sense, traditional �scal policy is both preferred to and more powerful than portfolio taxes.

Finally, we ask if the use of portfolio taxes, as in the Kenen equilibrium, is intimately

connected to being in a currency union. We argue it is not. We make this point by considering

a continuum of countries under �exible exchange rates but with restricted policy instruments.

In particular, each country can levy portfolio taxes but it cannot levy a subsidy to �rms for

hiring workers that o¤sets the monopoly distortion. Here we show that it is optimal to use

the portfolio taxes to help mitigate the monopoly distortions. More generally, we argue that

each country will always use whatever instruments it has at its disposal to help mitigate all

the distortions in the private equilibrium. This use of portfolio taxes, then, is not particularly

connected to any possible cross-country macroeconomic externalities.

The key reason for the absence of a need for a �scal union is that throughout the paper,

we assume that governments have the power to commit to their �scal policies once and for all.

By doing so, we abstract from the issues of time inconsistency that arise with uncoordinated

�scal policies, which are the focus of the work of Chari and Kehoe (2007, 2008). The lack of
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commitment to �scal policies makes necessary a unionwide authority to impose constraints

that force noncooperative governments to internalize the externalities they impose on other

countries indirectly by inducing the monetary authority to in�ate or bail out or otherwise

distort union-wide policy. We argue that most of the recent tension in the European Union

can be pro�tably thought of as arising from the nonenforcement of the debt, de�cit, banking

clauses in the Maastricht Treaty and Stability Pact discussed by Chari and Kehoe (2007,

2008) as necessary to ensure that noncooperative behavior of governments leads to desirable

outcomes.

Finally, we also assume that each country in the union is small, so the government of

such a country has no ability to manipulate prices. Hence, as FW note, there is no need for

a unionwide authority to regulate terms of trade manipulation by a �scal authority.

1. A Currency Union with Fiscal Policy
Consider a one-period economy with a continuum of countries i 2 I = [0; 1] in a currency

union adopted from FW. The uncertainty in the economy is represented by a �nite of states

s 2 S in which �(s) denotes the probability of state s. This uncertainty a¤ects preferences

and technology.

We start with a description of an economy with a rich set of policy instruments that

nests the two particular set of instruments we focus on in the subsequent sections.

A representative consumer in country i has preferences over nontraded goods, CiN(s);

traded goods, CiT (s), and labor, L
i(s); given by

(1)
X
s

�(s)U(CiN(s); C
i
T (S); L

i(s); s):

Asset market trade in state-contingent assets takes place at the beginning of the period before

the state s is realized, subject to the constraint

(2)
X
s

Qi(s)Di(s) � 0.
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In each state s; the consumer also faces a budget constraint given by

(3) (1 + � iN(s))P
i
NC

i
N(s) + PT (s)C

i
T (s)

� W i(s)Li(s) + PT (s)Y
i
T (s) + �

i(s) + T i(s) + (1 + � iD(s))D
i(s):

Here Qi(s) is the price in the common currency, say euros, at the beginning of the period for

the delivery of one euro in state s, P iN(s) is the country-speci�c price of nontraded goods, and

PT (s) is the unionwide price of traded goods. Consumers have endowments of traded goods

Y iT (s) and elastically supply labor L
i(s) to produce nontraded goods at a nominal wage of

wi(s). Next, � iN(s) is the tax rate on the purchases of nontraded goods in country i in state

s; and � iD(s) is a portfolio tax on the savings of country i consumers in state s. Finally, �
i(s)

are pro�ts from ownership of nontraded goods �rms, and T i(s) are lump-sum transfers.

The �rst-order conditions to the consumer�s problem imply that for all states s,s0

(4)
U iT (s)(1 + �

i
D(s))

Qi(s)PT (s)
=
U iT (s

0)(1 + � iD(s
0))

Qi(s0)PT (s0)

(5)
U iT (s)

PT (s)
=

U iN(s)

(1 + � iN(s))P
i
N

(6) �U
i
L(s)

W i(s)
=

U iN(s)

(1 + � iN(s))P
i
N

:

Consider next the �rms. In each country i, competitive nontraded �nal goods �rms

buy di¤erentiated varieties of nontraded goods from intermediate producers of these goods

and sell them to consumers in country i. These �rms solve

(7) maxCiN(s)�
Z 1

0

piN(s)C
i;j
N (s)dj

subject to

CiN(s) =

�Z 1

0

Ci;jN (s)
"�1
" dj

� "
"�1

;

where " is the elasticity of substitution among varieties. This problem generates a downward-
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sloping demand for each variety j

(8) Ci;jN (s) =

 
P i;jN (s)

P iN(s)

!�"
CiN(s):

The intermediate goods producers are monopolistically competitive and have sticky prices

in that they set their prices before the realization of the state s. The producer of variety j

produces goods with technology Ci;jN (s) = A
i(s)Li;j(s) and charges price P i;jN . The pro�ts in

state s of such an intermediate goods producer are

(9) �i;j(s) = P i;jN C
i;j
N (s)�

�
1 + � iL

�
W i(s)Li;j(s);

where � iL is a payroll tax on the labor hired by these �rms. The optimal price is set to

maximize the expected value of pro�ts

(10) max
P i;jN

X
s

Qi(s)

�
P i;jN �

�
1 + � iL

�W i(s)

Ai(s)

� 
P i;jN
P iN

!�"
CiN(s);

where we have substituted in the production technology and the demand function (8). The

resulting optimal price is given by

(11) P i;jN = (1 + � iL)
"

"� 1

P
sQ

i(s)W
i(s)

Ai(s)
CiN(s)P

sQ
i(s)CiN(s)

;

which is a markup over a weighted average of the marginal costs across states. Notice that

the price for each variety j in country i is the same and equal to the right side of (11). We

denote this common price by P iN(s).

Consider now the domestic government budget constraint. For each s it requires

(12) T i(s) = � iLW
i(s)Li(s) + � iN(s)P

i
NC

i
N(s) + �

i
D(s)D

i(s)| {z }
domestic tax revenues

+ T iI(s)| {z } :
int�l transfers

The government collects revenues from the payroll tax, the tax on the consumption of non-

traded goods, and a portfolio tax. The government also receives international transfers from
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the rest of the union of T iI(s).

The unionwide constraint on international transfers requires that they sum to zero in

each state s in that

(13)
Z
i

T iI(s)di = 0:

2. Optimal Fiscal Policies
In this section, we solve for the Ramsey policies for two sets of domestic policies. In the

Mundell economy, we suppose that each government has access to a powerful but standard

domestic policy instrument: a state-contingent tax on nontraded goods. In the Kenen econ-

omy, we restrict the government to use a less powerful instrument: a state-contingent tax

on portfolio holdings. As we will show, the sense in which the nontraded goods tax is more

powerful than the portfolio tax is that the value of the Ramsey problem with nontraded goods

taxes is strictly higher than the value of the Ramsey problem with portfolio taxes.

For both economies, we start by analyzing a setting with limited international �nancial

markets. For simplicity, we make the extreme assumption that no international �nancial

markets exist. We think of this incomplete �nancial market setting as capturing the idea

that before the advent of the modern era of international �nancial markets, there was no

way to provide for cross-country insurance besides direct cross-country transfers. We solve

the Ramsey problem for both the Mundell and the Kenen economies and characterize the

resulting cross-country transfers.

We then consider a setting with well-developed international �nancial markets. For

simplicity, we make the extreme assumption that such markets are as rich as they can be. We

refer to this scenario as the complete �nancial market setting. We characterize the Ramsey

policies for both the Mundell and the Kenen economies for this setting as well.

2.1 The Mundell Economy

We capture the Mundell view by assuming that each country has a well-functioning domestic

policy as de�ned and that the �scal union is transferring resources from one country to another

only for insurance reasons and not for overall redistribution, say, from richer countries to

poorer countries.
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2.1.1 Optimal Policy with Incomplete Financial Markets

To capture the Mundell view, we need to clarify our notion of a well-functioning domestic

policy. Here we do so by allowing each country to have a policy instrument that a¤ects the

relative price of traded and nontraded goods in that country. Speci�cally, to capture the �rst

key ingredient in the Mundell view, we assume that, in addition to a non-contingent payroll

tax � iL, country i can impose a state-contingent excise tax on nontraded goods of the form

f� iN(s)g. We suppose that no portfolio taxes are available. Thus, the set of policies of the

domestic government consists of f� iL; � iN(s); T i(s)g; and the union�s �scal instruments consist

of international transfers fT iI(s)g given to each country.

We begin with the case in which international �nancial markets are incomplete in the

sense that

(14) Di(s) = 0 for all i and s.

Given the policies f� iL; � iN(s); T i(s); T iI(s)g, a Mundell equilibrium with incomplete �nancial

markets consists of prices fP iN ; PT (s);W i(s); Qi(s)g, allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s)g, and

asset holdings fDi(s)g that satisfy i) consumer maximization in that (1) holds, ii) �rm

maximization for �nal goods �rms and intermediate goods �rms in that (7) and (10) hold,

iii) the government budget constraint (12) holds, iv) the international transfers sum to zero

as in (13), v) no international �nancial markets in the sense that (35) holds, and, �nally, vi)

the nontraded and traded goods markets clear in that

(15) CiN(s) = A
i(s)Li(s) for all i and s;

and

(16)
Z
CiT (s)di =

Z
Y iT (s)di for all s

hold for all s.

The following lemma characterizes the set of allocations that can be implemented in

a Mundell equilibrium. Here and throughout the paper, it will be convenient to conserve on
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notation by letting

(17) Ri(s) =
U iT (s)

U iN(s)

denote the ratio of the marginal utility of traded to nontraded goods in country i in state s:

Lemma 1. The allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s)g in a Mundell equilibrium with in-

complete markets satisfy the nontraded and traded goods market clearing, namely, (15) and

(16). Moreover, given any allocations that satisfy these constraints, we can construct prices,

policies, and asset holdings that together with the given allocations constitute a Mundell

equilibrium with incomplete markets.

Proof. For necessity, by de�nition of an equilibrium, the allocations satisfy nontraded

and traded goods market clearing.

For su¢ ciency, given some allocations, we construct the prices, policies, and asset

holdings as follows. We set Di(s) = 0 and note that (4) is irrelevant. Clearly, there is one

degree of nominal indeterminacy in the construction of nominal good prices, which we resolve

by setting PT (s0) = 1 for some particular state s0. There is also some indeterminacy in the

setting of the nontraded taxes � iN(s). To resolve part of this indeterminacy, pick a country

i = 0 and set � 0N(s) = 0 for all s. To resolve the rest of the indeterminacy, set �
i
N(s0) = 0 for

all i. From (5) we then have that nontraded and traded goods prices are

(18) P iN =
1

Ri(s0)
and PT (s) =

R0(s)

R0(s0)
;

and the tax on nontraded goods for a country i 6= 0 is given by

(19) 1 + � iN(s) =
Ri(s0)

Ri(s)
PT (s);

where PT (s) is given by (18). Then using the expression for P iN in (18) gives that wages are

W i(s) = �U
i
L(s)

U iT (s)

R0(s)

R0(s0)
:

There is also one degree of nominal indeterminacy in asset prices. We resolve the
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indeterminacy in asset prices by setting

(20) Qi(s0) =
U iT (s0)=PT (s0)P
[U iT (s)=PT (s)]

:

Using our normalizations and (18) in (4) gives

(21) Qi(s) =
Qi(s0)

PT (s)

U iT (s)

U iT (s0)
:

Notice that with our normalization (20) we have

(22)
X
s

Qi(s) = 1;

which simply means that the cost of buying a contract that delivers one euro into each state

is simply one euro. Notice that here the asset prices Qi(s) will vary depending on the country,

as one would expect in this incomplete markets equilibrium.

Given W i(s), P iN ; and Q
i(s); the payroll tax � iL is set so that (11) holds. Given these

allocations, we set international transfers according to

(23) T iI(s) = PT (s)
�
CiT (s)� Y iT (s)

�
:

To see that such transfers are consistent with the consumer and government budget con-

straints combine the consumer and government budget constraints, and substitute for pro�ts

from (9) with Di(s) = 0 to obtain (23). To see that such transfers are consistent with the

unionwide constraint on international transfers, integrate (23) over countries and use market

clearing in traded goods (16) to obtain (13). Q:E:D:

We imagine that policies are set in this equilibrium to maximize a weighted average

of a country�s utility for some given set of welfare weights f�ig so that the objective function

of the union is given by

(24)
Z
i

�i
X
s

�(s)U i(CiN(s); C
i
T (s); L

i(s); s)di:
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For a given set of welfare weights, we de�ne a Ramsey equilibrium to be the equilibrium

that maximizes the level of welfare (24) in the union. Given our characterization of the

set of implementable allocations in Lemma 1, the allocations in the Ramsey equilibrium for

the Mundell economy with incomplete markets maximize (24) subject to the goods market

clearing conditions, (15) and (16).

2.1.2 Optimal Policy with Complete Financial Markets

Here, a Mundell equilibrium with complete �nancial markets is nearly identical to the de�ni-

tion under incomplete markets except that the closed international �nancial market constraint

(14) is replaced by

(25)
X

Q(s)Di(s) = 0 for all i;

where we have imposed a common asset price Q(s) for all countries. Here we claim that in

any equilibrium, the following private risk-sharing constraint must hold:

(26)
U iT (s)

U iT (s
0)
=
U jT (s)

U jT (s
0)

for all countries i and j and all states s and s0. The following lemma characterizes the set of

implementable allocations for this economy.

Lemma 2. The allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s); Di(s)g in a Mundell equilibrium

with complete markets satisfy the nontraded and traded goods market clearing, (15) and

(16). Moreover, given any allocations that satisfy these constraints, we can construct prices,

policies, and asset holdings that together with the given allocations constitute an equilibrium.

Proof. For necessity, clearly the nontraded and traded goods markets must clear. To

show that (26) holds, use the �rst-order condition for asset holdings (4) and a common asset

price Q(s) to write

(27)
U iT (s)

U iT (s
0)
=
Q(s)PT (s)

Q(s0)PT (s0)
:

Since the right side of (27) is independent of i; condition (26) holds.

The proof of su¢ ciency di¤ers from that of Lemma 3 mainly in the construction of
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assets and international transfers. We �rst note that our previous construction implies a

common asset price by rewriting (20) as

(28)
1

Qi(s0)
=
X
s

�
U iT (s)

U iT (s0)

PT (s0)

PT (s)

�

and noting that from the risk-sharing constraint (26), the right side of (28) does not vary

with the country i. Hence, Qi(s0) = Qj(s0) for all i and j. Combining (21) and (27) then

implies that for all s 6= s0, Qi(s) = Qj(s) for all i and j. Next, we note that here there

is a large degree of indeterminacy in the construction of assets and international transfers.

Brie�y, the reason is that T iI(s) can deliver a rich state-contingent pattern of transfers, which

a¤ects the need for using asset markets to transfer resources across states. To resolve this

indeterminacy, for each country i we restrict T i(s) = T i(s0) for each s and s0 so that we only

consider state-uncontingent international transfers T i.

We set the international transfers according to

(29) T iI =
X
s

Q(s)
�
PT (s)

�
CiT (s)� Y iT (s)

��
and asset holdings according to

(30) Di(s) = PT (s)
�
CiT (s)� Y iT (s)

�
� T iI :

To see that such a construction is consistent with an equilibrium, combine the consumer

and government budget constraints, and substitute for pro�ts from (9) to obtain (30). Then

multiply Di(s) by Q(s) and sum across states to obtain

X
s

Q(s)Di(s) =
X
s

Q(s)
�
PT (s)

�
CiT (s)� Y iT (s)

�
� T iI

�
which, from (29), equals zero. Q:E:D:

If we denote the international transfers in the Mundell equilibrium with incomplete
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markets by

T̂ iI(s) = PT (s)
�
CiT (s)� Y iT (s)

�
;

and recall that the associated asset holdings are D̂i(s) = 0, and denote the transfers and

asset holdings in this equilibrium with complete markets by T iI and D
i(s), we have that the

sum of international transfers and asset holdings are the same state by state in that

T̂ iI(s) = T
i
I +D

i(s):

At an intuitive level, in the incomplete markets equilibrium, the international transfers ac-

complish two goals: they provide insurance by mimicking what would have been the asset

holdings with complete markets, through Di(s), and they redistribute income across coun-

tries by allowing a country�s present value of consumption of traded goods to di¤er from the

present value of its endowments of that good, through T iI .

The Ramsey problem for this Mundell economy with complete markets is similar to

that for the Mundell equilibrium with incomplete markets except that in addition to the goods

market clearing conditions, we need to add the risk-sharing constraint (26) as a constraint,

namely, to choose fCiN ; CiT (s); Li(s)g to maximize (24) subject to the goods market clearing

conditions, (15) and (16).

Lemma 3. The solution to the Ramsey problem for the Mundell economy with

complete markets coincides with the solution to the Ramsey problem for the Mundell economy

with incomplete markets.

Proof. Consider a relaxed version of the Ramsey problem with complete markets in

which we drop the risk-sharing constraint (26). The �rst-order conditions for consumption

imply

(31) �i�(s)U iT (s) = �
j�(s)U jT (s) for all i; j and all s:

Dividing (31) for two states s and s0 shows that the solution to this relaxed problem satis�es

the dropped constraint (26). Hence, the solution to the relaxed problem is the solution to the
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original problem. Since the relaxed version of the Ramsey problem with complete markets is

the same as the Ramsey problem with incomplete markets, the solutions to both problems

coincide. Q:E:D:

Note that if the planner�s objective function for some reason was not the sum of the

individual consumers�objective functions, in that the planner maximized

(32)
Z
i

�i
X
s

�(s)V i(CiN(s); C
i
T (s); L

i(s); s)di

for some functions V i(s) that did not coincide with U i(s), then the risk-sharing constraint

(26) would bind in the complete markets economy, and the associated value of the planning

problem with complete markets would be strictly lower than the value of the planning problem

with incomplete markets. The reason is simply that with incomplete markets, the planner

can implement allocations that violate the risk-sharing constraint, but with complete markets

the planner cannot implement such allocations.

Next, for any given set of weights � =
�
�i
	
, we construct our decentralization as in

Lemma 2. We say that the weights � respect private ownership if T iI(�) = 0, where

(33) T iI(�) =
X

Qi(s;�)(Y iT (s)� CiT (s;�));

where CiT (s;�) denotes traded consumption in the solution to the Ramsey problem, and

Qi(s;�) denotes the associated asset prices constructed in Lemma 2.

Proposition 1. (Complete Markets Obviate Need for International Transfers) If the

Pareto weights � respect private ownership, then the Ramsey problem for the Mundell econ-

omy can be decentralized as a Mundell equilibrium with complete markets with no �scal

union in that international transfers T iI(s) equal zero for all countries i and states s.

Proof. Given some allocations for the Ramsey problem, use the decentralization in

Lemma 2 to construct the prices, policies, and allocations. We also set international trans-

fers according to (29). Since the Pareto weights are such that (33) holds, the constructed

international transfers are also zero. Q:E:D:

If we choose the Pareto weights in an arbitrary way, then even with complete markets
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we need international transfers in order to decentralize the Ramsey problem. In such a case,

however, these transfers are a way of redistributing income across countries instead of simply

providing insurance.

2.2 The Kenen Economy

To capture the spirit of the Kenen view about less powerful �scal instruments, we assume that

limitations are imposed on the set of domestic policy instruments. We formalize this idea by

restricting governments to have no domestic policy instrument that a¤ects the relative prices

of traded and nontraded goods, that is,

(34) � iN(s) = 0 all i and s.

We do allow governments to levy portfolio taxes f� iD(s)g, however. Clearly, such portfolio

taxes are irrelevant when there are no international �nancial markets.

2.2.1 Optimal Policy with Incomplete Financial Markets

Consider �rst a policy in which international �nancial markets are incomplete. Following

FW, we focus on the simple case in which there are no international �nancial markets at all

in that

(35) Di(s) = 0 for all i and s

and domestic �scal policy is restricted to an uncontingent payroll tax � iL.

Given the policies f� iL; T i(s); T iI(s)g, a Kenen equilibrium with incomplete �nancial

markets consists of prices fP iN ; PT (s);W i(s); Qi(s)g, allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s)g, and

asset holdings fDi(s)g that satisfy i) consumer maximization in that (1) holds with (34)

imposed, ii) �rm maximization for �nal goods �rms and intermediate goods �rms in that (7)

and (10) hold, iii) the government budget constraint (12) holds with (34) imposed, iv) the

international transfers sum to zero as in (13), v) no international �nancial markets in the

sense that (35) holds, and, �nally, vi) the nontraded and traded goods markets clear in that

(15) and (16) hold.

We now turn to characterizing the set of allocations that can be implemented by a
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suitable choice of policy. To do so, consider the �rst-order conditions for the consumers (4)�

(6) and the intermediate goods �rms (11) with the restriction that � iN(s) = 0. We claim that

in addition to the resource constraints, these allocations must satisfy an additional constraint,

(36)
Ri(s)

Ri(s0)
=
Rk(s)

Rk(s0)
all i; k and s; s0;

that we refer to as the incomplete tax system constraint. To avoid repeating constraints, it

is useful to write these constraints relative to some particular country, say i = 0, and some

particular state, say s0, in which case we can write them as

(37)
Ri(s)

Ri(s0)
=
R0(s)

R0(s0)
all i and s:

Hence, for each country i 6= 0 there is one constraint per state s 6= s0.

Lemma 4. The allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s)g in a Kenen equilibrium with incom-

plete markets satisfy the nontraded and traded goods market clearing conditions, (15) and

(16), and the incomplete tax constraint (36). Moreover, given any allocations that satisfy

these constraints, we can construct prices, policies, and asset holdings that together with the

given allocations constitute an equilibrium.

Proof. For necessity, by de�nition of an equilibrium, the allocations satisfy nontraded

and traded goods market clearing. To see that they must also satisfy the incomplete tax

constraint, divide each term in (5) for some state s by its counterpart in state s0, imposing

� iN(s) = 0 to get

(38)
Ri(s)

Ri(s0)
=
PT (s)

PT (s0)

Since the right side of (38) does not vary with the country i, (38) implies (36) for all states

s; s0 and countries i and k. Pick state s0 to be state s0 and divide (38) for country i by the

same constraint for country 0. This yields (37).

For su¢ ciency, the construction is identical to that in Lemma 1 except that here there

is no tax on nontraded goods to construct, but we do need to construct � iD(s). We set
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� iD(s) = 0 for all i and s. We set

Qi(s) =
U iT (s)

U iT (s0)

1

PT (s)

as in (21), where we have set Qi(s0) = PT (s0) = 1. We then choose � iL to be set by (11).

Clearly, the constructed allocations satisfy the incomplete tax system constraint because

once we set the prices so that (5) holds with � iN(s) = 0, the resulting allocations satisfy (37).

Q:E:D:

We refer to the set of allocations that satisfy nontraded and traded goods market

clearing and the incomplete tax constraint as the set of implementable allocations. Given our

characterization of the set of implementable allocations in Lemma 4, the Ramsey problem

for the Kenen economy with incomplete markets is to choose fCiN ; CiT (s); Li(s)g to maximize

(24) subject to the goods market clearing conditions, (15) and (16), and the incomplete tax

constraint (36).

Recall in the Ramsey problem for the Mundell economy with complete markets, the

extra constraint, namely, the private risk-sharing constraint (26), is slack and can be dropped.

Here the incomplete tax system constraint typically binds when countries face di¤erent shocks,

and hence it makes the value of utility in the Kenen economy strictly lower than in the Mundell

economy. To see that the incomplete tax system constraint often binds, suppose that we drop

it and compute the equilibrium for the relaxed problem for the simple case in which the utility

function for each country is the same and is given by

(39) U(CT ; CN ; L) = logCT + � logCN + � log(1� L)

and the Pareto weights are all equal. Solving for the allocations, we have that the incomplete

tax system constraints are violated at state s between countries i and 0 as long as

(40)
Ai(s)

Ai(s0)
6= A0(s)

A0(s0)
:

To understand how the Ramsey allocations in the Mundell economy di¤er from those

in the Kenen economy, note that the �rst-order conditions to the Ramsey problem for the
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Mundell economy imply

(41) �iU iT (s) = �
0U0T (s) for all i and s

(42) Ai(s)U iN(s) + U
i
L(s) = 0:

So these allocations have the Pareto-weighted marginal utilities of traded goods equated

across countries and the marginal rate of substitution between nontraded goods and labor

equated to its marginal rate of transformation. Thus, these allocations satisfy perfect risk

sharing for traded goods in that (41) holds and e¢ cient labor supply for nontraded goods in

that (42) holds.

The �rst-order conditions to the Ramsey problem for the Kenen economy typically

violate both of these conditions. Indeed, letting �i(s) denote the multiplier on (37), we see

that the risk-sharing condition no longer sets �(s)
�
�iU iT (s)� �0U0T (s)

�
to zero but to

(43)
Z
j 6=i0

�j(s)
@(R0(s)=R0(s0))

@C0T (s)
dj + �i(s)

@(Ri(s)=Ri(s0))

@CiT (s)

while the labor-leisure optimality condition no longer sets �(s) [Ai(s)U iN(s) + U
i
L(s)] to zero

but to

(44)
Z
j 6=i0

�j(s)
@(R0(s)=R0(s0))

@L0(s)
dj + �i(s)

@(Ri(s)=Ri(s0))

@L0(s)
:

(See the Appendix for details.) We think of these deviations from perfect risk sharing and

e¢ cient labor supply as re�ecting the compromises needed when the policymaker is trying to

balance multiple goals but only has a restricted set of tax instruments available.

Note that FW o¤er a completely di¤erent interpretation of these deviations based on

private sector externalities. Both are correct; FW are thinking of the incentives of private

agents, whereas we are thinking of the incentives of the government.

2.2.2 Optimal Policy with Complete Financial Markets

A Kenen equilibrium with complete �nancial markets is nearly identical to the de�nition

under incomplete markets except that the closed international �nancial market constraint
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(14) is replaced by

(45)
X

Q(s)Di(s) = 0 for all i;

where we have imposed a common asset price Q(s) for all countries. Note that here there is no

private risk-sharing constraint because the instruments in this equilibrium contain portfolio

taxes, which imply that (26) need not hold.

Lemma 5. The allocations fCiT (s),CiN(s); Li(s); Di(s)g in a Kenen equilibrium with

complete markets satisfy the nontraded and traded goods market clearing conditions, (15)

and (16), and the incomplete tax constraint (36). Moreover, given any allocations that satisfy

these constraints, we can construct prices, policies, and asset holdings which together with

the given allocations constitute an equilibrium.

Proof. The proof of necessity is identical to that in Lemma 3. The proof of su¢ ciency

is similar to Lemma 4 except that, crucially, here we need portfolio taxes to support the

allocations. To see why, note that with integrated �nancial markets, Qi(s) = Q(s) for all i:

To resolve the indeterminacy of instruments, we set � 0D(s) = 0 for all states s and �
i
D(s0) = 0

for all countries i. These normalizations together with our maintained normalizations of

PT (s0) = Q(s0) = 1 and the asset holding �rst-order condition (4) imply that

(46) 1 + � iD(s) =
U0T (s)

U iT (s)

U iT (s0)

U0T (s0)
;

which then uniquely pins down the portfolio tax for all countries. Q:E:D:

From Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, it is immediate that the Ramsey problem for this Kenen

economy with complete markets coincides with the Ramsey problem for the Kenen economy

with incomplete markets. Thus, in particular, under complete markets, regardless of the

Pareto weights, portfolio taxes are needed to decentralize the Ramsey allocations. The next

proposition contains the main result for the Kenen economy.

Proposition 2. (Complete Markets Obviate the Need for International Transfers)

If the Pareto weights � respect private ownership, then the Ramsey problem for the Kenen

economy can be decentralized as a Kenen equilibrium with complete markets with �scal union

international transfers T iI(s) equal to zero for all countries i and states s but with nonzero
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portfolio taxes � iD(s).

To clarify this proposition, consider the �rst-order condition for traded goods con-

sumption in the Ramsey problem for the Kenen economy, namely,

�(s)
�
�iU iT (s)� �0U0T (s)

�
=

�
@(R0(s)=R0(s0))

@C0T (s)

� Z
j 6=i0

�j(s)dj+

�
@(Ri(s)=Ri(s0))

@CiT (s)

�
�i(s); :

(See the Appendix for details.) As long as the right side of this equation is nonzero, in the

decentralization nonzero portfolio taxes are needed to decentralize the Ramsey allocations.

As we showed above, under preferences of the form (39), the multiplier on the incomplete

market constraint will be positive as long as productivity shocks di¤er across countries in

that (40) holds.

3. Can Financial Markets Obviate the Need for a Fiscal Union?
As stated in the introduction, we de�ne a �scal union as a unionwide authority that needs

to assist in coordinating the �scal policies of individual countries� a task countries would

not willingly undertake on their own. To clarify this view, we set up a noncooperative

equilibrium in which the government of each country chooses its optimal policy to maximize

the welfare of its own citizens. We show that for both the Mundell and the Kenen economies,

we can decentralize the Ramsey allocations that respect private ownership as noncooperative

equilibria between governments without any need for a unionwide authority. That is, we

decentralize these allocations without any need for what we de�ne as a �scal union.

Again, we emphasize the critical point that we focus on Ramsey allocations that

respect private ownership. Thus, in our noncooperative equilibria, all international transfers

are zero. Hence, there is no unionwide authority forcing each government to participate in

a �scal union with redistributive transfers that such governments would not willingly make

on their own. Moreover, our result implies that the lack of cooperation between members of

the monetary union does not lead any country�s government to distort its policies away from

those implied by the Ramsey problem. (If countries were large in the international market in

that their actions could a¤ect world prices, however, standard optimal tari¤-like results would

make the noncooperative equilibrium di¤er from the Ramsey outcomes, but these issues are

orthogonal to this paper.)
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For the Kenen economy, FW prove a result related to ours. Critically, however, they

consider weights that do not respect private ownership. In their setup, the unionwide au-

thority, which we refer to as the �scal union, �rst decides the set of international transfers,

and then each government chooses its domestic policies. FW prove that given these transfers,

there is no need for the �scal union to coordinate the other policies of the government. In

this sense, they show that all the �scal union needs to do is set international transfers, and

then governments will implement the rest of the policies that achieve a constrained Pareto

e¢ cient allocation.

We prove a stronger result. We show that as long as the Pareto weights respect private

ownership, there is no need for a unionwide authority to even exist: governments acting in the

interests of their own citizens will achieve the relevant constrained Pareto e¢ cient allocations.

3.1 Decentralizing the Mundellian Allocations with Noncooperative Governments

We �rst show that we can decentralize the Ramsey allocations for the Mundell economy as a

noncooperative equilibrium between governments. We turn to a notion of equilibrium in which

not only do the private agents optimally choose their allocations but also the government of

each country noncooperatively chooses its policy. We suppose that international transfers

are zero. We start with a de�nition of equilibrium in which the governments of each country

choose their policy instruments in a Nash equilibrium with the realization of how their policies

a¤ect the decisions of their domestic consumers and �rms.

A noncooperative equilibrium of a Mundell economy is a set of allocations fCiT (s),

CiN(s), L
i(s), Di(s)g, prices fP iN ;W i(s); PT (s); QT (s)g, and policies f� iL; � iN(s); T i(s)g such

that i) given the policies, the allocations and prices are a Mundell equilibrium with complete

�nancial markets and ii) given the prices fPT (s); QT (s)g, the policies f� jL; �
j
N(s); T

j(s)g of

all countries j 6= i; and the decision rules of the private agents in country i, the policies of

country i, f� iL; � iN(s); T i(s)g, maximize the welfare of country i consumers.

Here the governments of each country are choosing their policies in a noncooperative

fashion. Given these policies, the private agents are solving their standard problems and mar-

kets clear. We can clearly simplify this notion of equilibrium by noting that the government

of any such economy is small and hence cannot have an impact on prices. Moreover, the
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policy choices of the countries in the rest of the union only a¤ect a given country indirectly

through prices.

We claim that the best response of country i has allocations that solve

(47) max
fCiT (s);CiN (s);Li(s)g

X
s

�(s)U i(CiN ; C
i
T (s); L

i(s); s)di

subject to nontraded goods market clearing

(48) CiN(s) � Ai(s)Li(s)

and a country-wide budget constraint

(49)
X
s

Q(s)PT (s)C
i
T (s) =

X
s

Q(s)PT (s)Y
i
T (s):

To see why, consider the government of a small open economy, country i, equipped with

the Mundellian instruments f� iL; � iN(s); T i(s)g that takes as given the prices fPT (s); QT (s)g

and decision rules of its private agents. Such a government faces a country-speci�c Ramsey

type problem. That is, by manipulating its tax instruments, it can implement any set of

allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s); Di(s)g; prices fP iN ;W i(s)g; and policies f� iL; � iN(s); T i(s)g

that satisfy the �rst-order conditions for domestic consumers,

(50)
U iT (s)

Qi(s)PT (s)
=

U iT (s
0)

Qi(s0)PT (s0)
;

(51)
U iT (s)

PT (s)
=

U iN(s)

(1 + � iN(s))P
i
N

;

(52) �U
i
L(s)

W i(s)
=

U iN(s)

(1 + � iN(s))P
i
N

;

the �rst-order conditions for �rms

(53) P iN = (1 + �
i
L)

"

"� 1

P
sQ

i(s)W
i(s)

Ai(s)
CiN(s)P

sQ
i(s)CiN(s)

;

and the budget constraints of the domestic consumers and the government, (2), (3), and
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(12) with T iI(s) = 0 and the nontraded goods market clearing constraint (48). In a manner

similar to the earlier implementation lemmas, given any such allocations the governments can

choose � iN(s) to satisfy (51), W
i(s) to satisfy (52), and � iL to satisfy (53). If we substitute the

de�nition of pro�ts and the formulas for tax revenue, it is easy to see that the government

and consumer budget constraint collapse to the small open economy budget constraint (49).

This government, however, still has to respect (50) as a constraint, since it takes the prices

as given.

Thus, we have shown that the problem of a noncooperative government reduces to

a version of the problem (47) with the additional constraint that (50) must hold. But now

notice that (47) is a relaxed version of that problem with this additional constraint dropped.

Moreover, the �rst-order conditions for this relaxed problem imply that (50) must hold, so

the solution to the relaxed problem is a solution to the original problem and the proof is

complete. The following lemma summarizes the discussion.

Lemma 6. Given the prices fQ (s) ; PT (s)g; the best response of a small open econ-

omy�s government with Mundellian instruments has allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s)g that

solve (47).

Notice that the best response problem of the small open economy is identical to the

problem of an arti�cial representative consumer in a standard competitive equilibrium. In

light of this observation, consider now the competitive equilibrium of an arti�cial economy

in which taking prices as given, consumers in each country i choose allocations to maximize

(47) subject to (48) and (49) and traded goods markets clear. We then have the following

observation.

Lemma 7. If the allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s); Di(s)g, prices fP iN ;W i(s); PT (s); Q(s)g,

and policies f� iL; � iN(s); T i(s)g are a noncooperative equilibrium of the Mundell economy,

then the allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s)g and world prices fPT (s); Q(s)g are a competitive

equilibrium of our arti�cial economy. Likewise, if the allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s)g and

prices fPT (s); QT (s)g are a competitive equilibrium of our arti�cial economy, then we can

construct asset holdings, nontraded goods prices, wages, and policies that together with these

allocations and prices are a noncooperative equilibrium of the Mundell economy.

The proof of this lemma is straightforward and left to the reader. The main result
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of this subsection is the next proposition, which follows immediately from the logic of the

previous lemma.

Proposition 3. If the Pareto weights � respect private ownership, then the Ramsey

allocations for the Mundell economy can be implemented as a noncooperative equilibrium for

the Mundell economy.

This proposition shows that in a very strong sense, complete �nancial markets obviate

the need for a �scal union: even if governments are only concerned about the welfare of

their own citizens and choose their policies in a noncooperative manner, they implement the

Ramsey allocations. That is, there is no need for a unionwide authority to coordinate policies

across countries.

3.2 Decentralizing the Kenen Allocations with Noncooperative Governments

We turn now to the Kenen economy. Here the less powerful policy instruments available to

each government (portfolio taxes instead of nontraded goods taxes) imply that the Ramsey

allocations for this economy are distorted away from those that equate marginal rates of

substitution across consumers in di¤erent countries. The question we study is whether these

distortions give rise to the need for a unionwide authority that forces countries to set their

domestic policies in a certain fashion. We �nd that they do not. In particular, we show

that we can decentralize the Ramsey allocations for the Kenen economy that respect private

ownership as a noncooperative equilibrium between governments.

A noncooperative equilibrium of a Kenen economy is de�ned analogously to that for a

Mundell economy. The key di¤erence is that here the set of policy instruments available to

the government of each country is f� iL; � iD(s); T i(s)g.

Now consider the government of a small open economy, country i, equipped with

such instruments that takes as given the world prices fPT (s); Q(s)g and decision rules of

its private agents. Such a government can implement any allocations that satisfy nontraded

goods market clearing (48), a country-wide budget constraint (49), and a version of the

incomplete tax constraint

(54) Ri(s) = PT (s)Ri(s0) for s 6= s0;
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where we have normalized PT (s0) = 1.

Next, consider the problem of a government that chooses its policies in a noncooper-

ative fashion, taking as given the decision rules of its private agents and given the policies of

other governments. A moment�s thought makes clear that this government�s problem reduces

to choosing allocations fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s)g to maximize the welfare of its residents subject

to

(55) max
X
s

�(s)U i(CiN ; C
i
T (s); L

i(s); s)di

subject to (48), (49), and (54). The presence of the extra constraint (54) will introduce

distortions that break the link between this noncooperative equilibrium and the competitive

equilibrium of the arti�cial economy considered above. To show that we can decentralize

the Ramsey allocations as a noncooperative equilibrium, here we instead we follow the more

direct approach of comparing the �rst-order conditions for the noncooperative equilibrium

with those for the Ramsey problem.

To make this comparison, it is convenient to substitute out the nontraded goods mar-

ket clearing. Hence the problem of the noncooperative government is to choose allocations

fCiT (s); Li(s)g and the price fPT (s)g

(56) max
X
s

�(s)U i(Ai(s)Li(s); CiT (s); L
i(s); s)di

subject to

(57)
X
s

Q(s)PT (s)C
i
T (s) =

X
s

Q(s)PT (s)Y
i
T (s)

(58) Ri(s) = PT (s)Ri(s0) all s 6= s0

To help facilitate the comparison of interest, we let the Ramsey planner choose PT (s)

as well as the allocations, and we write the incomplete tax constraint as (54) instead of

as (37). With those changes, the Ramsey problem for the Kenen economy is to choose
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fPT (s); CiT (s); Li(s)j all i and sg

(59)
Z
i

�i
X
s

�(s)U i(Ai(s)Li(s); CiT (s); L
i(s); s)di

subject to the resource constraint for traded goods,

(60)
Z
CiT (s)di �

Z
Y iT (s)di for all s;

and the incomplete tax constraint (58).

The main result of this section is the next proposition. This proposition shows that

even though distortions are introduced by the incomplete tax system, according to our de�n-

ition of a �scal union, complete �nancial markets obviate the need for a �scal union. Indeed,

the Ramsey allocations can be implemented as a noncooperative equilibrium in which gov-

ernments are only concerned about the welfare of their own citizens and choose their policies

in a noncooperative manner. In this precise sense, even in the presence of distortions that

break perfect risk sharing, there is no need for a unionwide authority to exist.

Proposition 4. If the Pareto weights � respect private ownership, then the Ramsey

allocations for the Kenen economy can be implemented as a noncooperative equilibrium for

the Kenen economy.

Proof. The �rst order conditions for CiT (s) for s 6= s0 are

(61) �i�(s)U iT (s) +
@Ri(s)

@CiT (s)
�i(s) = �(s);

while for s = s0 are

(62) �i�(s)U iT (s0)�
@Ri(s0)

@CiT (s0)

X
s

�i(s)PT (s) = �(s0);

The �rst order conditions for Li(s) for s 6= s0 are

(63) �i�(s)
�
Ai(s)U iN(s) + U

i
L(s)

�
+ �i(s)

@Ri(s)

@LiT (s)
= 0;
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and for s = s0 are

(64) �i�(s0)
�
Ai(s0)U

i
N(s0) + U

i
L(s0)

�
� @Ri(s0)

@LiT (s0)

X
s

�i(s)PT (s) = 0;

Finally, the �rst order condition for PT (s) for s 6= s0 are

(65)
Z
i

�i(s)Ri(s0)di = 0.

Here �(s), and �i(s) are the multipliers on the market clearing constraint and the incom-

plete tax constraint, and it is understood that we have substituted out CiN(s) in R
i(s) using

the nontraded goods market clearing conditions. Moreover, since we are considering Pareto

weights that respect private ownership, the budget constraint (57) holds at the prices con-

structed from these allocations as in Lemma 4.

Let us compare these conditions with the �rst-order conditions for a noncooperative

government of country i. Letting �i and i(s) denote the multipliers on the budget constraint

(57) and the incomplete tax system constraint (58), we have that the �rst-order conditions

for CiT (s) can be manipulated to be

(66)
U iT (s)

�i
+
@Ri(s)

@CiT (s)

i(s)

�i
= Q(s)PT (s); for s 6= s0

(67)
U iT (s0)

�i
� @Ri(s0)

@CiT (s0)

X
s 6=s0

PT (s)
i(s)

�i
= Q(s)PT (s);

and for Li(s) can be manipulated to be

(68) Ai(s)U iN(s) + U
i
L(s) +

@Ri(s)

@Li(s)

i(s)

�i
= 0; for s 6= s0

(69) Ai(s0)U iN(s0) + U
i
L(s0)�

@Ri(s0)

@Li(s0)

X
s 6=s0

PT (s)
i(s)

�i
= 0:

We claim that the Ramsey allocations fĈiT (s); L̂i(s)g can be implemented as a nonco-

operative equilibrium. The proof is by construction. Let the multipliers in the noncooperative

problem be �i = 1=�i, i(s) = �i(s)=�i and let the associated prices be Q(s)PT (s) = �(s).
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Since the Pareto weight �i in the Ramsey problem is positive so is the constructed multiplier

�i in the noncooperative problem. It follows that the sign of the constructed multiplier �i(s)

is the same as that of i(s), so that is also a legitimate multiplier. It is then immediate that

if fĈiT (s); L̂i(s)g satisfy (61)�(64), then these same allocations satisfy (66)�(69) at the con-

structed multipliers. Next, these allocations satisfy the budget constraint (57) since we are

considering Pareto weights that respect private ownership. Finally, the resource constraints

on traded goods and nontraded goods are satis�ed in the constructed noncooperative equi-

librium because they are satis�ed at the Ramsey allocations. Thus, we have implemented

the Ramsey allocations as a noncooperative equilibrium. Q:E:D:

Notice here that we are following a long tradition in public �nance and mechanism

design in focusing on weak implementation. That is, we are not trying to establish that the

noncooperative equilibrium is unique, but rather there exists a noncooperative equilibrium

that coincides with the Ramsey equilibrium.

Notice also that if we do not insist the Pareto weights respect private ownership then

an analog of this proposition holds. Proposition 5 makes precise the distinction between our

result and the related FW result, where for ease of comparison we restate their result in our

language.

Proposition 5. (Farhi and Werning) For any set of Pareto weights �, the Ramsey

allocations for the Kenen economy can be implemented in a two-step manner: i) let the union-

wide �scal authority set the international transfers fT iI(s)g implied by the Ramsey problem,

and then ii) let each government choose its domestic policy instruments f� iL; � iD(s); T i(s)g in

a noncooperative manner.

Clearly, Proposition 5 envisions an important role for the unionwide �scal authority,

whereas Proposition 4 envisions no role whatsoever for such an authority. The key distinction,

of course, is that in Proposition 4 the Ramsey problem envisions only insurance while in

Proposition 5 it envisions redistribution as well.

4. The Choice of Policy Instruments
Here we discuss the choice of policy instruments. We begin by studying what our theory

implies for such an optimal choice. We then turn to the question of what instruments are
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available to countries in practice.

4.1 Which Instruments Would a Noncooperative Government Choose?

Suppose now that a single government has access to both the traditional set of �scal policies

f� iL; � iN(s); T i(s)g and portfolio taxes f� iD(s)g. We ask which of these instruments would a

noncooperative government choose to use and whether the instruments are a¤ected by the

choices of other governments. Our answer is that the dominant strategy is for a country to

pick the Mundellian instruments in the sense that regardless of what the choices of all other

countries are, any single government will have a (strict) incentive to choose the Mundellian

instruments. That is, the government will choose to use traditional �scal policy. Once it

does so, the ability to use portfolio taxes is irrelevant. In this precise sense, traditional �scal

policy is both preferred to and more powerful than portfolio taxes.

Formally, consider the best response problem of a small open economy that has ac-

cess to both traditional �scal policies and portfolio taxes; that is, it has access to both the

Mundellian and the Kenen instruments. The following result is immediate.

Lemma 8. Given the world prices fQ (s) ; PT (s)g; the best response of a small

open economy�s government with both Mundellian and Kenen instruments has allocations

fCiT (s); CiN(s); Li(s)g that solve (47). Hence, this best response coincides with that of a

small open economy�s government with only the Mundellian instruments.

The idea is simply that once a government has the Mundellian instruments, it can

achieve any allocations that satisfy nontraded goods market clearing, the small open economy

budget constraint (49), and the extra restriction on marginal rates in (50). At �rst blush,

the portfolio taxes seem useful since they can relax this extra restriction. But then recall

that this extra restriction is irrelevant because, as we showed in the proof of Lemma 6, any

solution to the more relaxed problem (47) satis�es this extra restriction. The government

could, however, use portfolio taxes to distort the consumption decisions and then rebate

the resulting revenues in a lump-sum fashion. Hence, the portfolio taxes could potentially

expand the set of implementable allocations, but these additional allocations are distorted

and dominated by allocations achievable without such taxes.

It then immediately follows that a noncooperative equilibrium of an economy in which
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all countries have access to both Mundellian and Kenen instruments coincides with that of

an economy with only Mundellian instruments.

4.2 Nontraded Goods Taxes in Practice

The key di¤erence between the Mundell economy and the Kenen economy lies in the avail-

ability of di¤erent tax instruments: in the Mundell economy, each government has access to

excise taxes on nontraded goods, whereas in the Kenen economy, it has access to portfolio

taxes. As we have shown, from each government�s point of view, if it had access to such

excise taxes, it would use them and set portfolio taxes to zero. Moreover, by doing so it

would obtain higher levels of welfare than by failing to levy them.

Here we argue that, in practice, governments both have the ability to levy such excise

taxes and actually do so. Note that although the free trade agreements in currency areas

typically make it very di¢ cult to di¤erentially tax traded goods, they typically allow some

di¤erential tax treatment of nontraded goods. Consider, for example, the European Union.

In May 2009, the Council of the European Commission adopted a directive (2009/47/EC)

that permanently allowed the optional use of reduced rates for value-added tax (VAT) for

certain labor-intensive local services, including restaurant services. The rationale was that

for such nontraded goods, there was no risk of unfair competition between service providers

in di¤erent member states. Moreover, the European Commission document on VAT rates

(European Commission 2009) documents that in practice, VAT taxes on nontraded goods

vary widely across countries and goods, as shown in Figure 1.

In addition to varying the VAT for nontraded goods, excise taxes are often used to

reduce the consumption of certain goods such as alcohol. The application of these excise taxes

on speci�c goods also varies signi�cantly across countries in the European Union. Using beer

as a case study of a speci�c example of an excise tax, we observe that tax rates and even

tax methods vary widely by country within the European Union. Many countries within

the European Union employ a progressive beer duty that allows the tax rate to vary by

quantity produced, thus e¤ectively subsidizing smaller brewers. Also, a few countries choose

to allow tax rates to vary by the percentage alcohol content of the beer. Even ignoring these

di¤erences, if we look only at the VAT on beer in 2002 across select countries in the European
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Union, we observe quite a range, as seen in Figure 2. These data seem to suggest that the

assumptions underlying the Mundell economy are not unreasonable for the European Union.

5. Portfolio Taxes without a Monetary Union
In the Kenen economy, portfolio taxes were used to ameliorate the distortions imposed by the

incomplete tax constraint. If countries were not in a monetary union, then the price of traded

goods would not need to be equated across countries and there would not be this particular

type of incomplete tax constraint. This result might lead one to think that, more generally,

the need to levy portfolio taxes is intimately connected to belonging to a monetary union

and might lead one to think that, more generally, such taxes are used to o¤set cross-country

externalities.

Instead, we think of portfolio taxes as just one of many instruments available to a

government. At an abstract level, a government will always use whatever instruments it has

to o¤set whatever distortions it faces, whether or not it belongs to a monetary union.

To see this point in the starkest form, imagine that our countries are no longer in a

monetary union, in that the price of traded goods P iT (s) need not be equated across countries.

Suppose also that governments no longer have access to a payroll tax on labor or a tax on

nontraded goods but instead only have a portfolio tax. Here since the price of traded goods

can vary with the country and state s, there is no longer a constraint of the form (54).

Instead, the lack of a payroll tax means that the country no longer has an instrument to

o¤set the monopoly distortion. Thus, the price setting rule (11) adds an extra constraint. In

particular, after some simple substitutions the price setting rule for monopolists implies

(70)
X
s

Q(s)CiN(s) = �
"

"� 1
X
s

Q(s)
U iL(s)

U iN(s)

1

Ai(s)
CiN(s);

We can think of (70) as a monopoly distortion constraint that arises from the lack of a tax

that can eliminate such a distortion.

Now, imagine redoing our analysis for this environment. The following results can be

established using logic very similar to what we have used. First, the Ramsey equilibrium

has the same form as before except that the incomplete tax constraint is replaced by the
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monopoly distortion constraint.

Second, in the Ramsey equilibrium with general nonseparable preferences the ratio of

marginal utilities of traded goods across states are not typically equated across countries,

that is

(71)
U iT (s)

U iT (s
0)
6= U jT (s)

U jT (s
0)

The reason is simply that when the monopoly distortion constraint is added as a constraint

on the Ramsey problem, the derivatives of this constraint add extra terms to the �rst order

conditions for CiT (s) that break the equality of marginal rates of substitution. Of course, with

separable utilities these extra terms will be zero. The logic is that with general nonseparable

utility functions the planner wants to manipulate the portfolio tax so as the balance the

costs of distorting risk sharing with the bene�ts of lessening the monopoly distortion implicit

in (70), tilting the weights U iL(s)=U
i
N(s) which are weighting these distortions by its use of

portfolio taxes.

Third, a noncooperative equilibrium between governments can decentralize a set of

Ramsey allocations that respect private ownership. In that noncooperative equilibrium, each

country that takes Q(s) as given. The problem for each country is similar to (56), except that

the incomplete tax constraint is replaced by the monopoly distortion constraint. (70). The

intuition for why the noncooperative equilibrium decentralizes the Ramsey allocations is that

each government�s incentives to deliver good outcomes for its own country are identical to

the Ramsey planner�s incentives to deliver good outcomes for that particular country. These

incentives coincide because between countries there are no cross-country externalities which

distort those of a country away from those of a planner. In this sense, the environments

considered here are drastically di¤erent from those considered in Chari and Kehoe (2007)

and (2008) in which cross-country externalities are paramount.

In summary, the use of the portfolio tax here has little to do with o¤setting cross-

country externalities, but rather it is just a mediocre way of dampening the domestic monopoly

distortion. Each country chooses willingly to do so and does not need a union-wide authority

dictating its choices.
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6. Conclusion
We have argued that sophisticated �nancial markets obviate the need for a unionwide au-

thority to orchestrate �scal transfers across countries for insurance reasons. This result holds

true even when the Ramsey allocations are subject to additional constraints because of the

paucity of �scal instruments available to member countries.

A version of this result holds true if we imagine countries noncooperatively commit-

ting to agreements behind the veil of ignorance at some ex ante stage before persistent or

permanent income di¤erences or taste di¤erences are realized. If at this stage the Pareto

weights respect private ownership then there is again no need for a union-wide authority to

orchestrate �scal transfers.

On the contrary, if countries meet to form agreements after they are heterogenous

and the goal of a �scal union is to redistribute income from rich to poor countries in the

union, then some type of unionwide agreement is needed. Here, of course, a more subtle

question arises. If the true objective of countries is to maximize the welfare of only there own

citizens and there is no side-deals in which countries that redistribute some of the present

value of their income are rewarded in some other fashion then they will not (and should

not?) enter into any such union-wide agreement anyway. If the true objective function of

countries, that is the objective governments carrying out the wishes of its citizens, has an

altruistic component in which giving transfers to others raises the utility of their own citizens

then each government will willingly do so and a union-wide authority is again not needed to

dictate any country�s choices.
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8. Appendix
Here we show more of the details behind the derivations in the text.

A. The Ramsey problems for the Kenen economy

We derive the �rst order conditions for two versions of the Kenen economy. In the

�rst we substitute out for prices in the second we do not.

The Ramsey problem without prices

For the Ramsey problem studied in Section 2.2.1 it is convenient to substitute out

traded goods prices and write the incomplete tax constraint as (36). Here the Ramsey

problem is to choose allocations fCiT (s); LiT (s)g to solveZ
i

�i
X
s

�(s)U i(Ai(s)Li(s); CiT (s); L
i(s); s)di

subject to the resource constraint

�(s) :

Z
CiT (s)di �

Z
Y iT (s)di for all s;

and the incomplete tax constraints

�i(s) :
R0(s1)

R0(s0)
� R

i(s1)

Ri(s0)
= 0 all i 6= 0 and s 6= s0

where �(s) and �i(s) are the multipliers on the resource constraint and the incomplete tax

constraints. The �rst order conditions for CiT (s) for i 6= 0 and s 6= s0 are

(72) �i�(s)U iT (s)� �i(s)
@(Ri(s)=Ri(s0))

@CiT (s)
= �(s)

while for C0T (s) and s 6= s0 are

(73) �0�(s)U0T (s) +
Z
j 6=i0

�j(s)
@(R0(s)=R0(s0))

@C0T (s)
dj = �(s)
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The �rst order conditions for Li(s) for i 6= 0 and s 6= s0 are

(74) �i�(s)
�
Ai(s)U iN(s) + U

i
L(s)

�
� �i(s)@(R

i(s)=Ri(s0))

@Li(s)
= 0

while for L0(s) for s 6= s0 are

(75) �0�(s)
�
A0(s)U0N(s) + U

0
L(s)

�
+

Z
j 6=i0

�j(s)
@(R0(s)=R0(s0))

@L0(s)
dj = 0

To derive (43), subtract (73) from (72) to see that the risk-sharing condition no longer

sets �(s)
�
�iU iT (s)� �0U0T (s)

�
to zero but to

�
@(R0(s)=R0(s0))

@C0T (s)

� Z
j 6=i0

�j(s)dj +

�
@(Ri(s)=Ri(s0))

@CiT (s)

�
�i(s);

To derive (44), subtract (75) from (74) to see that the labor-leisure optimality condition no

longer sets �(s) [Ai(s)U iN(s) + U
i
L(s)] to zero but to�

@(R0(s)=R0(s0))

@L0(s)

� Z
j 6=i0

�j(s)dj +

�
@(Ri(s)=Ri(s0))

@L0(s)

�
�i(s)

The Ramsey problem with prices

To show that the Ramsey problem can be decentralized as a noncooperative equilib-

rium, as we do in Proposition 4, it is convenient to let the planner choose the prices fPT (s)g

as well as the allocations. Doing so makes the construction of the multipliers in the nonco-

operative equilibrium more transparent.

Here the Ramsey problem is to choose fPT (s); CiT (s); Li(s)g to solveZ
i

�i
X
s

�(s)U i(Ai(s)Li(s); CiT (s); L
i(s); s)di

subject to the resource constraint for traded goods,

�(s) :

Z
CiT (s)di �

Z
Y iT (s)di for all s;
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and the incomplete tax constraint (58).

�i(s) : Ri(s) = PT (s)R
i(s0) all i and s 6= s0

The �rst order conditions for CiT (s) for s 6= s0 are

(76) �i�(s)U iT (s) +
@Ri(s)

@CiT (s)
�i(s) = �(s);

while for s = s0 are

(77) �i�(s)U iT (s0)�
@Ri(s0)

@CiT (s0)

X
s

�i(s)PT (s) = �(s0);

The �rst order conditions for Li(s) for s 6= s0 are

(78) �i�(s)
�
Ai(s)U iN(s) + U

i
L(s)

�
+ �i(s)

@Ri(s)

@LiT (s)
= 0;

and for s = s0 are

(79) �i�(s0)
�
Ai(s0)U

i
N(s0) + U

i
L(s0)

�
� @Ri(s0)

@LiT (s0)

X
s

�i(s)PT (s) = 0;

Finally, the �rst order condition for PT (s) for s 6= s0 are

(80)
Z
i

�i(s)Ri(s0)di = 0.

Here �(s), and �i(s) are the multipliers on the market clearing constraint and the incomplete

tax constraint, and it is understood that we have substituted out CiN(s) in R
i(s) using the

nontraded goods market clearing conditions.

B. Proof of Proposition 4 (to be deleted in �nal version)

In the noncooperative equilibrium country i takes PT (s) and Q(s) as given and solves

(81) max
X
s

�(s)U i(Ai(s)Li(s); CiT (s); L
i(s); s)di
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subject to

�i :
X
s

Q(s)PT (s)(Y
i
T (s)� CiT (s)) � 0

i(s) : Ri(s) = PT (s)R
i(s0) all s 6= s0

The �rst order conditions for CiT (s) for s 6= s0 are

(82) �(s)U iT (s) +
@Ri(s)

@CiT (s)
i(s) = �iQ(s)PT (s);

while that for CiT (s0) is

(83) �(s0)U iT (s0)�
@Ri(s0)

@CiT (s0)

X
s1;s2

PT (sj)
i(sj) = �

iQ(s)PT (s);

The �rst order conditions for Li(s) for s 6= s0 are

(84) �(s)
�
Ai(s)U iN(s) + U

i
L(s)

�
+ i(s)

@Ri(s)

@Li(s)
= 0;

while that for Li(s0) is

(85) �(s0)
�
Ai(s0)U

i
N(s0) + U

i
L(s0)

�
� @R

i(s0)

@Li(s0)

X
s1;s2

PT (sj)
i(sj) = 0:

Matching up the multipliers

Matching these up one by one: Let �i = 1=�i and i(s) = �i(s)=�i

(86)
1

�i
�(s)U iT (s) +

@Ri(s)

@CiT (s)

i(s)

�i
= Q(s)PT (s);

(87) �i�(s)U iT (s) +
@Ri(s)

@CiT (s)
�i(s) = �(s);
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Next �i = 1=�i and i(s) = �i(s)=�i also works here

(88)
1

�i
�(s0)U

i
T (s0)�

@Ri(s0)

@CiT (s0)

X
s1;s2

i(sj)

�i
PT (sj) = Q(s)PT (s);

(89) �i�(s)U iT (s0)�
@Ri(s0)

@CiT (s)

X
j=1;2

�i(sj)PT (sj) = �(s0);

next i(s) = �i(s)=�i also works here

(90) �(s)
�
Ai(s)U iN(s) + U

i
L(s)

�
+ i(s)

@Ri(s)

@Li(s)
= 0;

(91) �i�(s)
�
Ai(s)U iN(s) + U

i
L(s)

�
+
�i(s)

�i
@Ri(s)

@LiT (s)
= 0;

Finally, i(s) = �i(s)=�i also works here

(92) �(s0)
�
Ai(s0)U

i
N(s0) + U

i
L(s0)

�
� @R

i(s0)

@Li(s0)

X
s1;s2

PT (sj)
i(sj) = 0:

�(s)
�
Ai(s0)U

i
N(s0) + U

i
L(s0)

�
� @Ri(s)

@LiT (s)

X
j=1;2

�i(sj)

�i
PT (sj) = 0;

C. Portfolio Taxes without a Monetary Union (to be deleted in �nal version)

(93)
U iT (s)(1 + �

i
D(s))

Q(s)P iT (s)
=
U iT (s

0)(1 + � iD(s
0))

Q(s0)P iT (s
0)

(94)
U iT (s)

P iT (s)
=
U iN(s)

P iN

(95) �U
i
L(s)

W i(s)
=
U iN(s)

P iN
:

(96) P iN = (1 + �
i
L)

"

"� 1

P
sQ(s)

W i(s)
Ai(s)

CiN(s)P
sQ(s)C

i
N(s)

;
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using

W i(s)

P iN
= �U

i
L(s)

U iN(s)

get

(97)
X
s

Q(s)CiN(s) = �
"

"� 1
X
s

Q(s)
U iL(s)

U iN(s)

1

Ai(s)
CiN(s);

the country can�t a¤ect Q(s) but can a¤ect U iL(s)=U
i
N(s).
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Figure Captions

Fig 1. Reduced VAT by country. In practice, VAT taxes on nontraded goods vary widely

across countries and goods

Source: European Commission (2009) and authors�calculations

Fig 2. VAT on beer for select countries in the European Union, 2002. In Sweden, VAT is 12

percent for beers with less than 3.5 percent alcohol volume

Source: Brewers of Europe (2003)
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Figure 1: Reduced VAT by Country
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Source: European Commission (2009). Authors' calculations.

Figure 2: VAT on Beer in 2002 for Select Countries in the European Union
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Note: *VAT is 12% for beers with <3.5% alc. vol. in Sweden

Source: Brewers of Europe (2003).
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